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Abstract 

Gateways play a vital role in the Internet of Things (IoT) infrastructure. Gateways are 

widely used and their usage range from industries to smart homes. As they have expanded 

nowadays to have internet connectivity which raises certain security issues like being exposed to 

various threats and cyber-attacks such as rootkits, bootkits. Many researches and developments 

were made to countermeasure these problems. One of the significant developments was Root of 

Trust (RoT). RoT can be enabled both by using hardware such as a chip named Trusted Platform 

Module (TPM) and using software like Trusted Execution Environment (TEE).We propose a 

method on how to enable RoT using the chip  TPM 2.0 on a product, a gateway named GWen 

from the company HMS Industrial Networks AB using the TPM software stack TSS2.0. We 

have performed tests on cryptographic operations such as key generation, key usage, and secure 

key storage and have shown the results in this report. Based on our results, adding and enabling 

the TPM 2.0 to the GWen enhances the security of its Linux distribution and makes it possible to 

securely identify and authenticate the gateway based on its secret keys that are stored securely 

inside it’s TPM. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Background and Challenges 

Gateways are a critical part of Internet of Things (IoT) infrastructure where they control 

information flow between sensors and IoT devices and the cloud where data collected from 

sensors are stored [1]. It brings many advantages to humanity but there are threats too. Users 

want to be confident when they power up their deployed embedded systems, ensuring that 

software on the system can be trusted or not. Trusted in the sense means the system will run 

only the software that the system integrator considers genuine, and that no other code, 

malicious thing has been added to it. 

Verification must be done on the firmware of the IoT devices, to find out whether the 

firmware [18] is the original one or the malicious one injected by the attacker. This firmware 

injection done by the attacker to get control of the whole IoT network is known as the 

firmware injection attack. Some of the sophisticated attacks were Stuxnet, Target, and Jeep 

hack attacks. In all these cases, hackers were able to modify the firmware with the software 

running on the devices. Consequently, they were able to get complete control of the device. 

Many models [2] were developed to maintain the security of IoT devices. Cryptographic 

techniques were used for securing IoT. But it has challenges such as in those sourced from IoT 

devices to a centralized server or the cloud is the inability to perform arithmetic operations 

over the encrypted data. Establishment of the secure channel between IoT devices and other 

systems is critical. One potential solution is the authentication scheme. Securing the private 

authentication keys of the IoT devices has become the major challenge because, if attackers 

have access to these keys then an attacker can get overall control of the network. Hence, 

authentication and data encryption need to be tightly controlled in the IoT environment to 

protect the integrity of critical messages being sent through the IoT. The secure boot will be a 

countermeasure to block those attacks.  

 

Root of Trust 

 

Before the emergence of the IoT, nearly all browsers and operating systems in 

desktops and laptops incorporated public key Technologies like SSL and code signing. Root 

of trust can be a strong foundation of both codes signing, and SSL encryption and 

authentication. The model works only because the Certificate Authority's Root of trust has 

been embedded into User´s device ahead of time. Without CA´s acting as a middleman in trust 

transaction, there is no way for a client to be sure of identity of the server to which it is 

communicating. For Instance, with Root of Trust embedded in the user´s device can use a root 

to verify the authenticity of any millions of certificates signed by chained to that root, even if 

the device has never visited those sites before. These technologies have proved to be highly 

secure and hugely scalable. [8]  
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Trusted Root is a highly reliable foundation of trust that enables connected devices to 

securely and uniquely identify and authenticate themselves to create secure channels for 

remote device management and service deployment for further revenue opportunities.  

It includes the public key portion of the key pairs used in cryptographic operations of 

signing and verifying on digital certificates. Roots are data (static ASCII text files containing 

cryptographic keys), not software and not intellectual property. These roots are licensed freely 

from most of the CA´s and they are embedded in hardware, operating systems, browsers and 

other applications. It is presence of this Root of Trust in these locations, which allows for a 

chain of trust from an unknown and untrusted device to connect securely to unknown and 

untrusted services.  

When client and server devices are properly configured, these roots can also be used 

by the servers to verify the identity of client devices. This mutual authentication is crucial 

cornerstone for IoT security. Root of Trust provide security services including cryptographic 

support, secure key storage, secure signature storage, and secure access to trusted functions.  

IoT security is critical. Embedding a root of trust in hardware can provide the firm foundation 

necessary for a more secure IoT implementation. 

This work attempts to enable Hardware Root of Trust (HRoT) on one of HMS company 

(HMS is an international company in the field of industrial communications and the 

Industrial IoT and manufactures industrial networking devices) Linux-based Gateways. The 

goal is to enhance the security by counter measuring the increasing threads of cyber-attacks by 

implementing the root of trust inside the gateway to store credentials and allow authentication 

securely. One of the solutions to realize HRoT can be TPM (Trusted Platform Module) which 

is used in this study. 

1.2 Literature Review 

The existing studies shows that Root of Trust was realized using Trusted Platform 

Module (TPM). A work by [3] focuses to give defence against some vulnerabilities of the 

Basic Input/output System (BIOS) that uses TPM for trusted boot which is different from 

secure boot. The trusted boot process does not restrict booting an insecure OS or using an 

insecure boot loader. Typical BIOSs use a password for pre-boot authentication, which is 

stored in CMOS memory before reading the Master Boot Record (MBR). If authentication is 

not done, an attacker can simply use function key F7 for modifying the boot sequence priority 

to load an insecure OS into the device. The BIOS-password uses encryption techniques like 

CRC-16-IMB, which are weak and can easily be cracked using a tool such as CmosPwd. 

Furthermore, the entire CMOS memory, which includes the BIOS-password, can be flushed 

by simply removing its battery for just 2 minutes.  

The work in [3] proposes a method to countermeasure these shortfalls by implementing 

Hardware Root of Trust using the Trusted Platform Module (TPM) to improve boot security at 

the BIOS layer. The study focuses on verifying the integrity of the full MBR before passing 

control to the OS bootloader, using TPM Hashing function, and storing the valid digest into 

TPM’s Non-volatile RAM (NVRAM), such that the boot process will not proceed in the case 
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of an altered or invalid MBR. This solution is supported by including some featureful 

techniques to enhance the BIOS security including;  

  

1. RSA authentication for the BIOS-password using the TPM instead of conventional 

encryption techniques.  

2. Storing the encrypted password into TPM’s NVRAM to prohibit an attacker from 

clearing the password by removing the battery.  

3. Activating always BIOS-password authentication before passing control to the OS 

boot-loader.  

4. Verifying data integrity of the full MBR using TPM SHA-1 engine, and if verification 

failed, break the booting sequence.  

However, this work focuses mainly on the design and proposes architecture for BIOS 

boot security enhancement and doesn’t provide a method for enabling the TPM or how TPM 

drivers and software are used to set the interrupt calls at the BIOS layer.  

A study by [27] shows that using a TPM on a Hardware Security Module (HSM) is not 

reliable with respect to certificate authorities. These authorities are used for secure boot for 

public key distribution. So, they suggest a method of measured boot, which measures hash 

values (Measure -> Extend -> Execute). Therefore, they give priority to software-based 

attacks and not hardware-based attacks. 

Even though the authors designed a system which starts at a very early stage in the boot up 

process, they have used LEON3 highly configurable of-the-shelf processor both as an 

application processor and a HSM. In this case, a dedicated HSM that is integrated into the 

embedded system is not available. Thus, this system is considered as not fully secure and it 

creates an additional overhead as well. 

Another study by [28] gives an example of a remotely attested system where an update can 

occur in a safe way over an unreliable network. The verification technique is done in a FPGA 

system, which is a programmable integrated circuit (IC) which provides less security when 

compared to statically programmed/manufactured ASIC IC. In addition, the verification 

technique is a software-based solution which is less secure when compared to hardware-based 

solution. 

Authors of [29] used a software Mobile-Trust –Module (MTM) technique. The explained 

technique uses a software-based solution which starts after the init process of the boot 

sequence. Authors proposed a backward verification technique of the already executed steps 

of the boot process when the software MTM is active and running. However, the solution is 

not secure because a bootkit which starts at early stages changes the boot process and changes 

it to perform malicious actions. 

Another work [4] uses Software-based TPM (S/W-TPM) that implements TPM commands 

and functions using the TPM Software Stack TSS 1.2 (TrouSerS) and TPM emulator. The 

platform used for the SW-TPM is a battery-powered handheld embedded device Sharp Zaurus 

PDA. The TPM services are adapted from TPM emulator which was implemented as Linux 
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kernel module running on x86 Linux PC. The study evaluates the energy overhead and 

execution time required by each TPM command, including the secure boot of the Linux OS, 

secure VoIP client, secure file storage, and the secure web browser. The study shows that for 

most of the TPM commands, the overhead is due to using 2048-bit RSA operations, and that 

Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) can give a significantly execution time reduction at an 

average of 6.51 times for individual TPM commands, and an average of 10.25times for 

applications. Therefore, the study proposes the use of ECC-based S/W-TPMs instead 

especially in resource constrained embedded systems.  

On the other hand, this study concludes that Software-TPM is not completely secure to 

physical and hardware attacks when compared with conventional TPM chip and recommends 

executing the Software-TPM within isolated or protected execution domains that are 

supported by embedded CPUs such as ARM TrustZone.  

To conclude, hardware-based encryption is considered more secure because the 

encryption keys are embedded in the hardware and would require a very sophisticated attack 

at the hardware layer to acquire the encryption keys. In addition to better security, hardware-

based encryption system doesn’t require system resources which yield better results in the 

performance of cryptographic operations. Software-based encryption, on the other hand, is 

more vulnerable to hacking attacks particularly from virtual rootkits, which penetrate the 

operating system. These rootkits are one of the major threats to corporate systems with root kit 

malware being delivered to desktops using the attack vectors of social engineering and 

phishing emails.  

The article [5] compares versions of the TPM. The old version (TPM 1.2) has some 

limitations. So, we are going to work on TPM 2.0. The Differences between these both are 

mentioned below.  

In TPM 1.2, single owner controls everything like signing, attestation and encryption 

function due to less space in NVRAM while TPM2.0 has same functions but with more 

sophisticated authorization, policies and access control and the control is split into three 

hierarchies; the endorsement hierarchies, storage hierarchies and platform hierarchies plus an 

extra hierarchy known as Null Hierarchy, where each hierarchy has its own unique “owner” 

for authorization, and thus TPM 2.0 supports 4 different authorizations. 

TPM 1.2 can generate only limited number of keys. This problem is solved by TPM 2.0; 

they can generate endless number of cryptographic keys of different sizes and types.  

The Storage and Endorsement hierarchies and the Null hierarchy will be used by 

Operating systems and Operating system-present applications. TPM 2.0 specifications are in a 

way that makes discovery and management less cumbersome than 1.2. TPM 2.0 has inbuilt 

capability to support RSA and Elliptic curve cryptographic algorithms for Endorsement Keys 

and Storage Root Keys.  

Another work [6] provides a method for Hardware Root of Trust using TPM and studied 

the performance impact of concurrent access to TPM services by multiple applications. The 

proposed solution enabled the Hardware root of Trust using Trusted Software Stack TSS 1.2. 
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Using TSS will serialize commands the commands, i.e. it performs multiple commands 

simultaneously. The study focuses mainly on using: 

I. Multiple TPMs 

II. Single TPM with different scheduling techniques like Shortest Job First (SJF) and First 

Come First Served (FCFS) scheduling. The results indicate that both techniques 

decrease the TPM response time, with 35% performance improvement with simple 

request reordering for concurrent applications that uses the same TPM, and a factor of 

2.7X performance improvement when adding two more TPMs.  

However, this work did not address the secure boot and utilizes only TSS 1.2 with TPM 

Simulation toolset. But this study gives information on TPM analysis and which metrics, 

services, and benchmarks must be considered as well as how the performance evaluation can 

be conducted in similar environments. 

 

1.3 Aim and Purpose 

The main purpose of the project is to find out how to enable HRoT on one of HMS 

company product Gateway (GWen). The goal is to enhance the security of Linux distribution 

of the gateway to take advantage of the services offered by HRoT. This will accelerate 

industry efforts to implement security capabilities that can provide more assurance of the 

trustworthiness of a device. Also, we will investigate the possibility of performing secure boot 

using the System on Chip (SoC), the main processor on GWen board. 

 

1.4 Research Question 

How to enable HRoT on the Gateway (GWen) so that it becomes possible to make secure 

boot and to store secret keys securely? 

 

Motivation:  

Exposure of embedded boot code and software IP makes the boot process insecure. A 

compromised boot process allows hackers to inject malware or replace entire firmware, 

making the whole system vulnerable. Insecure boot process allows the attacker to gain local 

access to bypass firmware write protections and reflash the firmware. This makes the attacker 

to initiate the attacks along the following vectors:  

1) Compromise OS and EFI (Extensible Firmware Interface) loaders (add new or infect 

the existing ones)  

2) Compromise the UEFI (Unified Extensible Firmware Interface) Drivers  

3) Gaining the access to motherboard’s flash memory from the OS  
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By exploiting these vulnerabilities, the perpetrators will be able to launch attacks allowing 

them to:  

1) Intercept data input and output; safely exfiltrate stolen data  

2) Create reliably hidden areas in the computer’s flash memory  

3) Compromise electronic signatures  

4) Establish hidden channels of communications with remote command and control 

servers 

The privacy of the network users is provided by secure networking equipment such as 

gateway, router, switch, etc. These devices control the data transfer to exclusively authorized 

destinations or users. For example, gateway in which authorization is necessary for the 

network connection, are typically the policy enforcement points and unauthorized users 

cannot access the login information of the members. In addition to that, unauthorized 

neighbours should not have access to routing information, such as identity of the router’s 

peers. The identity of the device is proved by private key, which is associated to a public key 

and a certificate. Device can be secured by authentication through its ID, and should be able 

to secure secret, and have the capabilities of generation, distribution, backup, and destruction 

of keys.  

  

Moreover, if configured, encryption and decryption of the traffic must be carried out 

reliably, while protecting the keys and credentials. Keys should be generated randomly based 

on a Random Number Generator (RNG) otherwise; they can be regenerated by the attacker 

easily. Network equipment often contains sensitive information such as traffic logs or 

cryptographic keys (Ex: Stored data encryption keys, shared secrets, passwords, VPN Keys, 

SSL Keys). In the key distribution process, keys should be kept secure. 
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2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND  

The Trusted Computing Group (TCG), a group of various technology companies including 

Compaq, Hewlett-Packard, IBM, Intel, and Microsoft was formed to develop trust and 

security in the computing platforms. The group’s aim is to provide the industry with a 

clear direction that facilitates trust in computing platforms and environments. TCG’s 

original goal is to develop a Trusted Platform Module (TPM), which is to be included in 

enterprise PCs, servers, and embedded systems to enable trusted computing features. 

Benefits of these TCG technologies are establishment of strong machine identity and 

network integrity, secure authentication and protection of user identities, protection of 

business-critical data and systems. 

In this section, we describe the need for securing the networking equipment and the 

possible solutions for realizing the security according to the specifications released by the 

TCG. 

2.1 Privacy and Networking Equipment 

The privacy of the network users is provided by secure networking equipment 

(gateway, router, etc.). These devices limit data transfer to exclusively authorized destinations 

or users. For instance, gateway in which authorization is necessary for the network 

connection, are typically the Policy Enforcement Points and unauthorized users cannot access 

the login information of members. Moreover, unauthorized neighbours cannot read any 

routing information th at belongs to router’s peers. The traffic must be decrypted or encrypted 

consistently after configuration, even as ID protection (Identity of Device). Privacy protection 

is due to the functions employed in every single layer of the networking device including 

hardware and software [19]. So, it can be concluded that the security of the Gateway is 

essential for the host network and its users and the equipment should be trusted by users and 

verified by the administrator.  

 

2.1.1 Threats to the Gateway 

Although Gateway is a networking equipment to secure the network, there are some 

risks that can threaten its safety. These threats are due to accessibility of unauthorized devices 

to the network information, interference of unauthorized codes and hostile hidden firmware 

implants [20] 
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2.2 Hardware Root of Trust 

Hardware Root of Trust is always trusted within a cryptographic system. Hardware 

Root of Trust can be formed based on two main concepts, Trusted Computing concept and 

Chain of Trust. The HRoT can be realized by implementing a hardware module like TPM in 

the gateway or other device. Chain of Trust is utilized whenever secure boot is required. 

Although secure boot is not achieved by the TPM in this case, we think that explaining Chain 

of trust can give a better overview of the whole concept of HRoT and how it can be realized 

using secure boot.  

 

2.2.1 Trusted Computing 

Concept of Trusted Computing is considered as a set of technologies that through them 

hardware and software operate in a secure manner [7]. Supporting trusted computing requires 

hardware infrastructure. Set of hardware and software component which are providing trusted 

security functions is a trusted platform [8]. Three roots of trust lie at the core of a trusted 

platform:  

 Root of Trust for Measurement (RTM), which is responsible for taking platform 

integrity measurements.  

 Root of Trust for Storage (RTS), which securely stores different integrity 

measurements.  

 Root of Trust for Reporting (RTR), which is responsible for reliably reporting 

values stored in the RTS.  

2.2.2 Chain of Trust 

Integrity should be maintained in any running software on networking device to 

provide the security of the system. This can be obtained through Chain of Trust model. Each 

step of model since start of the algorithm, check next steps before it executes, and can process 

as many steps as required. The first step of the model is called the Root of Trust which starts 

the chain of the continuous checking.[9] The code of the Root of Trust should be trusted 

separately and directly. There are several functions associated with the Root of Trust. 

Initiation of the trusted platform, performing the first measurement and confirming the 

authorizations are the most important of them. Figure 1 demonstrates this model 

 
Fig. 1: Chain of Trust Process 

Each step of the model since start of the algorithm, checks the next step before it 

executes, and it can process as many steps as required. 
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2.3 Trusted Platform Module 

A Trusted Platform Module (TPM) is a specialized chip on an endpoint device that 

stores RSA encryption keys specific to the host system for hardware authentication.  

Enabling TPM on IoT gateway will support: 

 

 Identification of devices 

 Secure storage and generation of keys  

 Non-volatile RAM Storage (NVRAM) 

 Device Health Attestation 

 

2.3.1 Architecture 

The main components [11] of the hardware TPM chip and description of each 

components are shown in the below Figure 2.  

I/O Block: is a communication bus for managing the data flow and communication 

between the components. This is not a general I/O block and it is not accessible by the 

operating system. TPM plays the role as a slave device through this interface, which means it 

can respond only to the received commands from TPM Device Driver.  

 

 

Fig. 2: TPM Architecture [10] 

Execution Engine: is responsible to run commands from I/O and program code which is in 

the TPM. The program code that resides on the TPM is the actual root of trust for integrity 

measurements. 

Cryptographic Engine: is used for utilizing the embedded crypto algorithms. There are 

three main engines: RSA, HASH and HMAC. It also includes a key generator for generating 

RSA 1024 or 2048-bits keys.  
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Platform Configuration Registers (PCRs): are used for integrity measurement by storing 

integrity metrics. These integrity metrics stored in these registers measure the integrity of any 

code, ex: BIOS to applications, which were done before the code is executed.  

Volatile Storage (RAM): is a temporary memory which depends on the power of the device 

and will lose its content upon reboot of the TPM. Temporary data such as PCR values and the 

state of the TPM can be stored in it.  

Non-volatile Storage (NVRAM, Flash): is used for storing and objects and long-term keys. 

Critical objects and privacy-sensitive secrets like Storage Root Key (SRK) and Endorsement 

Key (EK) are stored in the NVRAM. It can store other secrets like owner authorization data 

(passwords and policies).  

Random Number Generator (RNG): is used to generate random bit stream, which is used 

as a seed for RNG and cryptographic keys. Typically, RNGs mix random data with some 

extra source of entropy such as TPM’s internal clock.  

Key Generator (KG): is based on TPM’s own Random Number Generator and doesn’t rely 

on any external sources of randomness. Therefore, it alleviates the weaknesses of key 

security based on software with an insufficient source of entropy or software with weak 

random number generators. In TPM 2.0, keys can be generated from a seed, using TPM’s 

RNG or imported from another TPM. Generating TPM keys is the most time-consuming 

cryptographic calculation in most of the cases. 

2.3.2 Use Cases of TPM 

Remote verification of each piece of the network has become one of the major 

requirements in securing the network. TPM plays an important role in achieving this. There 

are two main categories of identification: Manufacturer identity and Owner identity. 

Manufacturer identity is established by the manufacturer. Manufacturer configures and 

manages the identity of the Manufacturer identity and even Owner also can do this. The 

device administrator is the only one who can establish, configure, and manage the Device 

Identity [19]. Manufacturer Identity includes a model number and a serial number. Device 

identity is setup using a private key which is kept secret inside the device and a certificate 

associated with that key, which is issued by Certificate Authority (CA). 

 

2.3.2.1 Device Identity and Authentication 

The device identity that can be remotely verifiable as well as reliable is the major service 

in most of the cases related to security of the network equipment. In this section, we explain 

the importance of the device identity and various ways in which they can be implemented. In 

this section, the term device is used to represent a piece of network equipment.  

The two kinds of device identity are Manufacturer Identity and Owner Identity. The 

Manufacturer Identity of a particular device is established, configured, and managed by the 

device manufacturer. Also, device owner can use it. The Owner Identity for a device is 
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established by the device administrator and is usually used only by the administrator. 

Manufacturer Identity is unique of all the products from that manufacturer (ex: a model 

number and serial number) whereas the Owner Identity may be unique within the 

administrator’s domain (ex: an asset number). These types of device identity are named as 

Initial Device ID and Local Device ID respectively. [19] 

In all the cases, device identity is implemented through a private key which is kept secret 

in the device and a certificate associated with that key, which is issued by the Certificate 

Authority (CA).  

2.3.2.2 OEM Device Identity and Counterfeit Protection 

Both the device manufacturers and owners need to verify the authenticity of the device 

whether it is counterfeit (made by an unauthorized party or in an unauthorized way) that is 

used as a misrepresentation of the genuine device or authentic (made by authorized parties in 

an authorized manner). 

To achieve the reliability factor in the aspects of security for the end-user customers, 

owners need to trust that the devices being used by them are the authentic ones from the 

known manufacturers. The way to achieve this is during manufacturing, a signed 

manufacturing identity is instantiated in the device. Manufacturing processes and key types 

need to be selected that the identity cannot be copied to, or instantiated in another device. 

Consequently, the authenticity of the device can be verified by checking the validity of this 

identity. 

To generate these keys, TPM manufacturer has embedded a primary seed from which an 

endorsement seed can be derived inside the TPM. Through the endorsement seed, several 

endorsement primary keys can be generated by the device manufacturer. The primary 

endorsement key generation process includes applying standard cryptography algorithms such 

as RSA or Elliptical Curve Cryptography (ECC) and a well-known template. RSA 2048-bit is 

the algorithm that is used by default for the generation of endorsement keys. The procedure of 

generating an Endorsement Key (EK) and its associated Attestation Identity Key (AIK) is 

shown in Section 2.3.4 of this report. 

This verification can be done by many parties such as the network equipment owner, the 

manufacturer, the distributor, auditors, and network operators. The verification may be done 

locally or remotely across a network. If a counterfeit device is detected, it can be blocked from 

the network, alert can sent to the network operator. 
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2.3.2.3 Securing secrets 

Network equipment generally contains sensitive information such as traffic logs or 

cryptographic keys (ex: passwords, VPN keys, SSL keys, stored data encryption keys, and 

shared secrets). Leakage of these secrets could result in disclosure of sensitive network traffic, 

privacy sensitive information or even enables malicious tampering within the network. 

Service providers and enterprises need to protect these against disclosure to maintain reliable 

and secure communication within the network and also to meet the information security 

requirements such as privacy and security. 

Presence of this network equipment in insecure locations causes them to expose to various 

types of attacks such as physical attacks, network attacks, and software vulnerabilities. Some 

techniques can be used to protect keys or shared secrets. The following are the two sub-cases 

that can be considered. 

In the first case, TPM stores keys inside it such that it provides significant loss protection. 

For instance, in a customer-premise environment, device may log in to a corporate VPN 

across the internet. In this example, small authentication operations occur, and keys are kept 

and authenticated entirely within the TPM. 

In the second case, TPM protects the key that is used externally through a high-throughput 

crypto engine. In this case, TPM protects the key using it’s “at rest” and this must be released 

before it can be used.  

2.3.2.4 Key Management 

The secure device in the network which could be authenticated by the Device ID and is 

able to secure secret, should have the capabilities of generation, distribution, backup and 

destruction of keys. Keys should be generated randomly and based on a strong random 

number otherwise they can be regenerated by the attacker easily. Also, key material should be 

confidential. In the key distributing process key should be kept secure. TPM is designed to 

generate strong keys by its strong random number generator and supporting secure 

distribution. Secure distribution is done through keeping records of the keys and devices and 

keeping public key of central devices in the provisioning time for validating the signing key of 

them [13].  

Keys can be created and recreated many times from a single seed in the TPM. It provides 

key template which are kept by the devices. In the time of activation by using the same 

template, the key will be regenerated. In some case after using the key, it should be vanished. 

TPM is able to destroy the key if needed.  
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2.3.3 TPM Hierarchies 

A Hierarchy is a collection of objects that occupies TPM memory and can be referenced 

directly. [12] Objects in it can be primary, permanent and temporary. Primary ones are the root 

of a tree that its leaves are the temporary objects such as keys. TPM 2.0 has four hierarchies: 

Platform, Storage, Endorsement and Null hierarchy. Each of the hierarchies has a primary 

seed (primary object, root of the hierarchy) which is embedded in the TPM by the TPM 

manufacturer. Figure 3 below describes the TPM Hierarchy.  

 

 

 

Fig. 3: TPM2.0 Hierarchies 

2.3.3.1 Platform Hierarchy 

It is under the control of platform manufacturer. It protects update mechanism of root of 

trust of platform. This hierarchy needs to be provisioned to meets required security standard 

for data storage and safety development environment. This hierarchy also plays roles in 

supporting the integrity of the Platform Root of Trust. Therefore, the integrity of the platform 

with root of trust is the consequence of this supporting. 

2.3.3.2 Endorsement Hierarchy 

It is the privacy-sensitive tree and it is under the control of a privacy administrator, who 

might be the end user. TPM and administrator certify that primary keys in this hierarchy are 

constrained to an authentic TPM attached to an authentic platform. 

2.3.3.3 Storage Hierarchy 

It is intended to be used by platform owner: either the enterprise IT department or end 

users. It is used for protecting security of user data. 
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2.3.3.4 Null Hierarchy 

 It is like other hierarchies, but it cannot be disabled. The seed of null hierarchy is not 

persistent and upon each TPM reboot, a new seed with different value is generated. So new 

primary objects can be created from this seed. Keys that have public and private part should 

typically be loaded under Null hierarchy for two reasons;  

III. It is always enabled and  

IV. The authorization is zero length password. 

 

2.3.4 TPM Primary Seed 

Primary seed is a large random number which is generated by the TPM and can never 

be used outside of the TPM [13]. It is used as a unique source of hardware entropy for 

generating symmetric and asymmetric keys. In order to encrypt private data, sign or perform 

an authentication, symmetric or asymmetric keys have to be created. Such keys can be derived 

from primary objects, which in turn are created from primary seed by using Key Derivation 

Function (KDF). There are three persistent primary seeds for platform, endorsement and 

storage hierarchies, as well as, one non-persistent primary seed for the Null hierarchy. The 

seeds are embedded inside the TPM during manufacturing. 

2.3.4.1 Endorsement Key (EK) 

Endorsement Key (EK) is a cryptographic key that is used to check the legitimacy of the 

TPM to its users. This key is a fundamental component of the TPM and it is derived from the 

Endorsement seed that is embedded under the Endorsement hierarchy in the tamper resistant 

non-volatile memory by TPM manufacturer. EK is a 2048-bit RSA key pair unique for each 

TPM and mainly is used to decrypt certificates and pass passwords into the TPM during 

provisioning. The private part of EK will never be revealed outside the TPM. The TCG 

Infrastructure work group has defined several templates that can be used when generating 

endorsement primary keys. For instance, an RSA template, which uses RSA 2048, SHA-256, 

and AES-128. [11] The EK should have the following attributes: fixtTPM and fixedParent set 

to true to ensure that the EK will never be duplicated. The EK should also have restricted and 

decrypt attributes to indicate a storage key as well as userWithAuth and adminWithPolicy 

attributes denoting that a policy will be used instead of a password. The EK has an EK 

certificate to distinguish and authenticate device identity for an individual TPM.  

It must be wondering about why serial numbers are not used for this purpose. Serial 

numbers can be faked easily. For example, attacker can misrepresent as a TPM to a user by 

copying the serial number from one of the previous messages. Though there are ways to 

protect from the attacks such as hashing the serial number using random data, there are 

additional advantages to using asymmetric cryptographic keys. One of these specific 

advantages is the ability to encrypt the data sent to the specific TPM in a way that only that 

TPM can decrypt it. 
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We will try to examine two use cases assuming that asymmetric key such as RSA is 

used. Asymmetric keys have two parts: the public part that is not a secret one and a private 

part that is a secret one and can be known only to a specific TPM device [22]. 

Encryption:  

A user wants to send information to specific TPM, but he doesn’t want others to have 

access to this information. The solution is to encrypt the data using the target TPM’s public 

key and send it in the open. The only way to decrypt this data is to use the private key, which 

we were discussing previously that is securely stored inside the TPM. In this case the user 

manually retrieves the public key from the TPM itself using a dedicated command prior to 

encrypting the data. 

Authentication:  

A user wants to make sure that the information that he received is from the TPM. Our 

asymmetric key pair can help us achieve this goal. TPM uses its private key to sign on the 

information that it sends out to the user. The user uses only the public part of the key to verify 

the signature on the message. The only way the signature passes verification with specific 

public key is that it was created using the associated private key stored secretly in one specific 

TPM. Hence, this proves that the message was sent by a specific TPM whose public key we 

use for signature verification. 

We can have an understanding now why an EK certificate is needed? Let us consider 

the following attack. The attacker tries to hack the TPM by replacing it (physically or by 

software emulation) that performs the functions exactly like a legitimate TPM but with a way 

to access the protected data. Now, the user starts using the TPM, believing that he is using a 

legitimate one. This is not really very difficult for the attacker; the code for TPM 2.0 is easily 

accessible. This is the idea behind the EK certificate.  

One of the important concepts in security in general and specifically TPM is Chain of 

Trust. Let us consider the below conversation between a user and a TPM as shown in Fig 4. 
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Fig. 4: Example conversation between a user and TPM [22] 

 

To summarize, the TPM EK certificate aims to provide certainty that the particular 

TPM to which it belongs is indeed a TPM that was manufactured by a specific company and is 

not faked. 

2.3.4.2 Attestation Key (AIK) 

Attestation Identity Key (AIK) is a special purpose key of the TPM that provides platform 

authentication based on the attestation capability of the TPM. AIK is a 2048-bit key size, 

generated under the Endorsement hierarchy and signed by the EK of the TPM. The AIK is 

designed to sign data that is generated exclusively by the TPM. The main purpose of the TPM 

is to be used in the attestation of TPM which is a part of the secure boot process. It can also be 

used in authentication of a platform that hosts a TPM to a remote server. [22] 

We will see in later section 4.4 how to create both keys. 
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3 METHODOLOGY AND IMPLEMENTATION 

Hardware Root of Trust can be enabled on the GWen gateway using TPM. In this process, we 

have started doing literature search on how to enable the currently existing hardware module 

TPM 2.0 chip to gain the essential knowledge in this area. We have gained knowledge of the 

TPM that can be used with different softwares. We found two open sources compatible with 

TPM 2.0, and we have downloaded and tested them.  

3.1 GWen Gateway Board 

In this Gateway board, Hardware root of trust can be enabled through TPM 2.0 Chip 

and will provide brief description of adopted method used to communicate with TPM2.0 chip 

on GWen board and how commands are used to achieve key generation, 

encryption/decryption, signing messages, create certificates, make object persistent etc. This 

Gateway is provided to us from HMS Company.  

 GWen Specifications: 

The device runs a Linux distribution for embedded devices and as shown in Figure 5 

below has a USB-micro cable and USB-serial adapter connected to the PC. The GWen is also 

connected to the power supply with 12V or 24V. 

 

Fig. 5: Gateway GWen from HMS 
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It has following specifications: 

 Xilinx Zynq 7020 System on Chip(SoC) 

 128 MB DDR3 (Double Data Ram) 

 512 MB NAND flash (main storage and boot medium)  

 Infineon SLB 9670 TPM (TPM 2.0 on SPI interface)  

 Micro SD card slot  

 4 Ethernet ports  

GWen Setup and Configuration: 

The board has a static IP address: 192.168.200.200, and once the board is connected to 

the PC, a USB Ethernet Gadget driver will be installed. The connection between the PC and 

GWen board is established using Linux terminal with the root role. The communication is 

established via USB-micro cable and using the Secure Shell protocol (SSH) via port: 22 

 

3.2 Embedded Linux TPM Toolbox 2(ELTT2) 

To establish the communication between the GWen and TPM, Serial Peripheral 

Interface (SPI) is used. This interface is responsible for sending and receiving the commands. 

The communication takes place through the driver of the TPM. It was already installed in the 

path /dev/tpm0 of the Linux image of the GWen which was provided to us by the HMS 

Company. To establish the communication, we have used Embedded Linux TPM Toolbox2 

(ELTT2) from the GitHub which is open source software that was developed by the Infineon 

Technologies. This open source software was developed by the Infineon for the connection 

establishment of the TPM on Linux-based embedded devices. We have performed standard 

TPM operations. To enable this, we have used ELTT2 source file using GWen’s Software 

Development Kit (SDK) that was provided to us by the HMS Company. ELTT2 has a list of 

TPM commands to perform operations such as random number generation, generation of 

sequences for SHA-1 or SHA-256, reading PCR values. After enabling ELTT2, we have run 

TPM 2.0 commands. ELTT2 communicates with the TPM driver layer directly, which means 

all commands must first be converted into low-level format such as hexadecimal or binary.  

3.3 TPM 2.0 Software Stack (TSS2.0) 

The TPM 2.0 TSS is specifications set by TCG (TCG is a group to implement trusted 

computing concepts) to provide a standard API for accessing and utilizing functions of the 

TPM. [16] This TSS stack is the main specification that defines a TPM with protected storage 

and protected capabilities to facilitate developing interoperable tamper-resistant client 

applications and programs independent of the low-level interface details.  

The TSS can be built on both Windows and Linux. Using the TSS stack, makes it possible 

for developers to write applications that can communicate with the TPM on different API 

levels without a comprehensive knowledge of the low-level details of the TPM structure. 
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Moreover, the TSS provides an abstraction of the differences in hardware so that 

applications written by developers can work with TPMs regardless of the hardware or the 

Operating System.  

Another goal for developing the TSS is to make it possible for applications to 

communicate with the TPM either locally or remotely. The TSS consists of the following TSS 

layers, as shown in Figure 6, from the lowest level of abstraction to the highest:  

 

Fig. 6: TSS 2.0 [26] 

TPM Device Driver: This is the lowest layer that handles the physical data 

transmission to and from the TPM. Developing application to this layer is possible; however, 

it would be hard as it is like programming in binary.  

TPM Access Broker (TAB) and Resource Manager (RM): TAB and RM are two 

different components combined in one single layer. The RM swaps TPM objects and sessions 

in and out of TPM due to the limited amount of TPM memory. The TAB controls access to 

the TPM by synchronizing multi processes. This allows multiple applications from accessing 

and utilizing the same TPM chip concurrently in a slice time fashion similar to a PC’s virtual 

memory manager. Both the TAB and RM are optional components, so both might not exist in 

some embedded systems that don’t have multiprocessing units. 

TPM Command Transmission Interface (TCTI): An API that provides a standard 

interface to transmit TPM 2.0 commands and receive responses. Two TCTI implementations 

are provided currently in this stack: a) libtss2-tcti-device, which is used for direct access to the 

TPM through the Linux kernel driver. b) libtss2-tcti-mssim, which implements the protocol 

that are used by the software TPM2 simulator from Microsoft.  

Application written to TCTI layer can send byte streams and receive byte responses. 

TCTI maybe the interface between TAB &RM layer and the device driver layer and will then 
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be considered the interface of multiple layers in the stack. Writing applications to this layer is 

possible but is similar to writing in assembly language.  

System API (SAPI): This API maps TPM2 commands that are documented in TPM2 

specification part 3 -Commands. This layer provides the access to all TPM functionalities but 

requires a high level of knowledge and experience to use them. Writing applications to this 

layer is similar to writing in C language.  

Enhanced System API (ESAPI): The ESAPI layer intended to reduce the 

programming complexity of applications that aim at sending commands to the TPM which 

require cryptographic operations to be performed on the passed data to and from the TPM. In 

particular, ESAPI provides support for applications to perform HMAC operations, 

encryption/decryption, TPM command audit and TPM policy operations. In addition to that, 

ESAPI provides context and object management as well. The ESAPI is similar to SAPI with 

less complexity, however, it still requires in-depth of the TPM 2.0 knowledge. Writing 

application to this layer is similar to programming in C++. This layer is still under 

development [21].  

Feature API (FAPI): This layer is a very high-level API, intended to allow 80% of 

programmers to write easily programs that talk to the TPM without lots of knowledge of the 

low-level command templates and TPM structure. The other 20% of programmers might need 

to supplement this set of APIs with the ESAPI or SAPI layers. FAPI implementations contains 

profiles, which are pre-created configuration files that define the most common choices like 

algorithms, key size, mode of encryption, etc. For instance: P_RSA2048SHA256 profile uses 

the RSA 2048-bit asymmetric keys using PKCS#1 version 1.5 for signing scheme, SHA-256 

for the hash algorithm, and the AES-128 with CFB mode for asymmetric encryption.  

Writing to this layer is similar to writing in high level languages like Java or C#. This 

layer API is also still under development [16].  

3.3.1 Building and installing TSS2.0 

An open source software implementation of the TSS is already existed on GitHub on [15] 

with a repository named Linux TPM2 & TSS2 Software including the TSS stack and two 

other packages as follows:  

 tpm2-tss: An OSS implementation of the TCG TPM2 Software Stack (TSS2) 

 tpm2-tools: The source repository for the TPM 2 tools including all TPM 2.0 

commands.  

 tpm2-abrmd: TPM2 Access Broker & Resource Management Daemon implementing 

the TCG specifications.  

We could successfully compile the projects according to the instructions given on the 

INSTALL.md file in each project. The projects are associated and should be build one inside 

the other in the following order: 1) tpm2-tss 2) tpm2-abrmd 3) tpm2-tools.  
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3.4 Secure Boot on the GWen Gateway 

There are three types of Booting which can be done on Gateway. 1) Trusted Boot 2) Secured 

Boot 3) Measured Boot. These following three processes are the general approaches for 

ensuring that the code running on a networking device is authorized and is not modified. 

Trusted Boot: It is used to check the integrity of every component of the startup process 

before loading it in operating system. 

Secure Boot: It is the step by step process in which each stage of the boot process checks a 

cryptographic signature on the next stage before executing it. If we consider a typical system, 

in which the BIOS checks OS Loader’s signature [19]. Then the next step would be the OS 

Loader checks the signature of the OS Kernel before executing it. 

Measured Boot: It is the process in which each stage of the boot measures or computes and 

stores the hash values of the components of the next stage before executing it.  

Secure Boot is a subset of an overall Secure Computing architecture that enables administrator 

to deduce the platform behavior. 

Secure Boot and Measured Boot have some similarities and differences: [19] 

 Measured Boot depends on the TPM to safely store measurements. A measurement is 

the cryptographic hash of an object such as an executable file. Secure Boot can be 

implemented without the use of TPM 

 

 Both techniques rely on a Root of Trust in the initial BIOS 

 

 Although the measured boot won’t stop a corrupted system from starting, it has the 

ability to verify the integrity of a broad range of components present in the path of the 

boot process. (Configuration files that impact the system security, in addition to 

executables). 

 

 On one hand, Secure Boot can convert a small mistake such as key mismatch into a 

network outage by refusing it to start. On the other hand, Measured Boot allows a 

corrupted network component to continue running, making further damage. Both the 

technologies exhibit risky behaviors 

 

 A single system can execute both Secure Boot and Measured Boot at the same time. 

Measured Boot and attestation enhance confidence in a computer’s behavior even 

though it is not similar to cryptographically sign each and every object accessed as the 

system start up. 

 

So Secure Boot is preferable compared to measured boot and secure boot can be done 

on SoC instead of TPM. We will describe a method of how secure boot process is done 

on SoC of the GWen gateway. 
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The Figure 7 below illustrates the boot process on the SoC. It consists of 5 stages after power 

up: [24] 

1. BootROM (non-accessible internal hardwired code) 

2. First Stage Bootloader (FSBL) 

3. FPGA configuration (bitstream) 

4. Second stage bootloader (i.e. U-boot) 

5. Operating System (OS) 

 

 
Fig. 7: Overview of the Secure Boot process on Xilinx Zynq-7000 

The FSBL, bitstream, and Second Stage Bootloader are packed into a single boot 

image i.e., BOOT.bin as separate partitions. Each partition within the boot image is separately 

encrypted and authenticated. The figure below depicts the structure of such partition. Main 

part of the partition is the Payload. For AES/HMAC based authentication and integrity checks, 

both the HMAC and the HMAC 6 digest are appended to the payload before encryption. 

Xilinx uses MAC-then-encrypt order of encryption and authentication. This is the process in 

which, first the message digest of each partition is computed and followed by its encryption. 

The key for the AES encryption can be stored either in the battery-backed RAM or in eFuses 

that are present in the chip. The selection of the AES key source can be enforced by setting the 

corresponding eFuse. If the optional RSA signature verification is used for authentication, 

RSA signature verification is computed in software and the signatures as well as the certificate 

are appended to the partition. The hash of the RSA public key is stored in an on-chip eFuse 

array. This hash value is used to validate the certificate. [24] 

 

 
Fig. 8: Content of an encrypted and authenticated boot partition 
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After power-up, the CPU executes the hardwired instructions from the internal 

BootROM which is a small and inaccessible read-only memory of size 128KB. It also 

initializes the clocks and configures the first ARM processor core along with the necessary 

peripherals to fetch the FSBL from Non-Volatile Memory (NVM) based on the boot mode 

stating the source where the FSBL can be fetched (i.e. SD card, QSPI flash, NAND flash or 

NOR flash). The boot mode is determined by the voltage levels on the chip’s external pin3. 

The BootROM code then copies the FSBL from the NVM to the 192KB4 on-chip memory 

(which is typically large enough). The FSBL code is decrypted and authenticated using the 

AES/HMAC core while copying it to the internal memory. Upon successful verification of the 

HMAC, control is handed over to FSBL and it is executed from the same internal memory. 

The FSBL is a Xilinx-specific bootloader which initializes clocks, GPIOs, DDR controller and 

the FPGA fabric. After performing the initializations, the FSBL loads subsequent partitions. 

Xilinx provides a template of the FSBL code, which can be customized. The FSBL has the 

control of the decryption and authentication of the bitstream and second stage bootloader. If a 

bitstream is part of the boot image, this is loaded next. (The bitstream may alternatively be 

loaded at a later stage of boot through the U-boot or the OS. This, however, is uncommon 

since it requires additional code to be inserted into the U-boot or later OS instead of using the 

Xilinx template. Also, hardware acceleration would not be available for the verification of the 

OS image.). The bitstream is decrypted and authenticated using AES/HMAC when it is being 

loaded into the FPGA configuration memory. If the verification fails, the FPGA containing an 

unauthentic configuration is not activated. As a next step, the second stage bootloader, e.g., U-

boot is decrypted and authenticated. As the on-chip memory is not large enough for typical 

loaders, the decrypted U-boot is stored on the external Double Data Rate (DDR) memory. If 

the verification is successful, control is then handed over to U-boot. After initialization of the 

platform (processor, clocks, memory) and reservation of memory, U-boot enters the main loop 

where it decrypts and authenticates the kernel image. U-boot then reads the kernel image 

header information and jumps onto the address of the kernel header, handing off control to the 

OS. [24] 

As can be devised, a secure chain-of-trust is established starting from the BootROM 

code. If any of the verifications of the partitions is unsuccessful, the system goes into a secure 

lockdown mode. In case of a lockdown, the AES key in the Battery Backup RAM (BBRAM) 

is cleared and the configuration memory of the FPGA is cleared (the keys and settings in the 

eFuses remain untouched). 
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4  RESULTS 

 After the installation of TSS 2.0 in the Linux image of Gwen, TPM2.0 commands can be run 

directly from the Linux command line. In the following section, we have provided description, 

performed tests on Key Hierarchies, Key generation, Encryption-Decryption (with and 

without password), making object Transient/Persistent, and Sign verify Commands and 

presented our results: 

4.1 Key Hierarchies  

Asymmetric cryptography is a widely used method nowadays in various types of IoT 

applications for a secure data communication between two peers. This is the process in which 

a key pair, which consists of a public key (which is used for the encryption and can be 

accessible for everyone including the attacker) and a private key (which is kept secret and can 

never be revealed to the outside world) that plays a vital role and makes secure data transfer 

successfully. After the encryption is done on the data, it can only be decrypted by the one who 

has the private key. 

TPM 2.0 has four hierarchies namely Platform, Storage, Endorsement and Null 

hierarchies. TPM 1.2 has only one hierarchy with no seeds but in TPM 2.0, each of the three 

hierarchies platform, storage, and endorsement has one seed namely Platform Primary Seed 

(PPS), Storage Primary Seed (SPS), and Endorsement Primary Seed (EPS) respectively. Keys 

can be derived from the seed. EPS is the root of the endorsement hierarchy which generates 

the Endorsement Key (EK) that is used to verify the platform identity. PPS is the root of the 

Platform hierarchy that generates a platform primary key which controls the firmware of the 

platform.  

Furthermore, the first key pair that is generated is called primary key or root key of the 

seed of a particular hierarchy, under which child keys can be generated. The key from which 

new child key is generated is called parent key. Child keys are stored outside of the TPM due 

to the limited amount of memory available inside the TPM and thus need to be protected to 

maintain the integrity, secrecy of them. So, the private key portion of the child key is 

encrypted with the public key portion of the parent key and then stored outside the secret 

boundary of TPM. Thus, child keys can only be used for encryption and cannot be used for 

decryption. Therefore, the child key can only be decrypted using the private key portion of the 

parent key and this can be done only inside the TPM using the primary key of the hierarchy 

that is stored permanently inside the TPM. 
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Fig. 9: Key Hierarchies in TPM2.0 

In the following section, we have demonstrated a use case of using TPM for the above 

mentioned cryptographic operations (Encryption and Decryption). In this case, we have shown 

how a file can be created, then encrypted and how it can be decrypted inside the TPM 2.0 chip 

of the Gwen gateway. Usually, encryption can be done on remote device using the public key 

of the TPM. The remote device can send the encrypted data to the TPM. The encryption is 

done using the public key portion of the key pair that is generated inside the TPM and the 

decryption can only be done using the private key portion of the key pair, which is stored 

securely inside the TPM. 

4.2 Cryptographic operations (Encryption-Decryption) using TPM 2.0 

TPM 2.0 has 3 main hierarchies (Endorsement, Platform, and Storage). Each of these 

hierarchies has a primary seed. From the primary seed, parent key can be generated, which in 

turn many children keys can be generated. Keys which have no parent are also named as 

primary keys or root keys. In the following section, we have performed the experiment for 

creating the primary key and also have shown how to derive the child keys for the 

encryption/decryption operations using commands. The key generator is the software that 

performs the platform provisioning of the TPM through sending commands and receiving 

responses for them. Usually, the platform manufacturer generates the primary keys. The 

following commands are used to generate primary keys, child keys and to perform 

encryption/decryption.  
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1. tpm2_createprimary  

2. tpm2_create  

3. tpm2_loadexternal  

4. tpm2_rsaencrypt  

5. tpm2_load  

6. tpm2_rsadecrypt  

 

4.2.1 Encryption using RSA-2048 key 

4.2.1.1 Creation of TPM2.0 primary object 

The command tpm2_createprimary will create a primary object under the endorsement 

hierarchy:  

tpm2_createprimary -H e -g sha256 -G rsa -C prim_obj.context 

The command tpm2_createprimary is used to create and load a primary object, which 

will be created under one of the primary seeds. To specify the seed under which hierarchy, the 

command takes the hierarchy type by passing e, p, o or n after -H (Hierarchy) for 

endorsement, platform, owner or null hierarchies respectively. The command line option -g 

indicates the hashing algorithm (e.g. SHA-1 or SHA-256) and the option -G defines the 

algorithm associated with that object (e.g. RSA or ECC). The TPM takes these parameters and 

returns a blob containing the generated primary object which means the last parameter (C with 

a filename) is required to tell the TPM where to save that primary object. See Figure 10 

 

Fig. 10: Creating Primary Object under Endorsement Hierarchy 
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4.2.1.2 Creation of RSA Key pair  

The command tpm2_create command will create an object that can later be loaded into 

the TPM using the command tpm2_load:  

tpm2_create -g sha256 -G rsa -c prim_obj.context -u key.pub -r key.priv 

This command takes the hashing algorithm, encryption algorithm and the primary object 

as input parameters to create an encryption and decryption key and returns both the public 

and private portion of that key. Both parts are stored as files (i.e. key.pub and key.priv) in 

the folder where the command was executed. The private part (i.e. key.priv) is encrypted 

with the public part of the parent key and can therefore only be decrypted and used inside 

the TPM, and thus will be kept secret and will never be revealed to the outside world. 

Figure 11 depicts the execution of tpm2_create command on GWen with some response 

from the TPM. 

 

Fig. 11: Creating RSA Key Pair 

It is important to notice that the prim_obj.context object that was used as an output 

parameter in the previous command was used as an input parameter in this command. From 

the output shown in the picture above, the primary object i.e. the parent key, and the public 

and private portion of the child key are now created and stored inside the GWen board. 
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4.2.1.3 Loading non-protected objects into TPM 

The command tpm2_loadexternal will load objects indicated as “non-protected 

objects” such as public part of an RSA key into the TPM: 

tpm2_loadexternal -H n -u key.pub -C rsa_encryption_key.context 

Since, the TPM has limited amount of NV memory, the keys are stored outside the 

TPM in GWen’s main storage. The public part is unencrypted, but the private part is encrypted 

with the public part of the parent key. This is one of the new features existed in TPM 2.0, 

which does not exist in TPM 1.2. That is the ability for TPM 2.0 chips to create and store an 

unlimited number of keys from single seed with no security drawbacks at all. The only 

disadvantage is that every key which shall be used for a cryptographic operation must be 

loaded first into the TPM before the actual operation can take place. For frequently used keys, 

this mechanism can be simplified by making use of the persistent storage inside the TPM. 

Since the performance is not considered for this sample use case, the keys are not stored 

permanently inside the TPM and must therefore be loaded in advance. As seen in Figure 12, 

the null hierarchy is defined and the public key key.pub is loaded into the TPM.  

 
Fig. 12: Loading public key to the TPM 

The TPM will return a reference file rsa_encryption_key.context, which will be used for 

the actual encryption process in the next command. Note that the null hierarchy has its own 

unique seed, from which both primary and child keys can be derived. However, neither the 

seed nor the primary keys can be persistent in TPM NV memory. Each time the TPM is 

restarted, a new seed is created, which in turn means new parent and child keys can be re-

generated out of that new seed. Therefore, keys in this hierarchy are erased upon each TPM 

reset. 

4.2.1.4 Asymmetric encryption 

The command tpm2_rsaencrypt, performs an RSA encryption operation using the 

rsa_encryption_key.context object: 

tpm2_rsaencrypt -c rsa_encryption_key.context testfile.txt -o 

ciphertext.enc 

 To perform the encryption using the TPM, we use a 12-byte size text file as the plaintext 

input data (testfile.txt) and we pass a filename for the data that shall be encrypted 

(ciphertext.enc), see Figure 13 
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Fig 13: Encryption Operation 

 The encryption yields cipher.enc file, which is an encrypted version of the plaintext 

testfile.txt file. The content of the file testfile.txt can be credentials or any critical secrets that 

require to be protected by TPM using encryption. Only the owner of the private key would be 

able to decrypt them, which in this case is the TPM. 

4.2.2 Decryption using RSA-2048 Key 

4.2.2.1 Loading protected Objects into the TPM 

The command tpm2_load is used to load protected objects like the private part of an RSA 

key, and possibly the public part (optional), into the TPM. It has the following syntax:  

tpm2_load -c prim_obj.context -u key.pub -r key.priv -C 

rsa_decryption_key.context 

 As can be seen, the primary object prim_obj.context which was used for creating public 

and private key, the public key key.pub and the private key key.priv are passed as command 

line arguments. These objects will be loaded to the TPM that will return a key context 

rsa_decryption_key.context, which is needed for referencing the private key inside the TPM, 

see Figure 14 

 

Fig 14: Loading Public and Private Key into the TPM 

The rsa_decryption_key.context is the object that will be used for the actual decryption 

process in the subsequent command tpm2_rsadecrypt. 
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4.2.2.2 Asymmetric Decryption 

The command tpm2_rsadecrypt performs an RSA decryption operation using the TPM:  

tpm2_rsadecrypt -c rsa_decryption_key.context -I ciphertext.enc -o 

output.txt 

The decryption command takes the previously created encrypted file ciphertext.enc and a 

file descriptor for the output data output.txt as command line arguments 

 

Fig. 15 Decryption Operation Using Private Key 

 

By executing this command TPM will decrypt the ciphertext.enc file and save the output data 

in output.txt file. The content of output.txt file is identical to testfile.txt file which indicates 

that the decryption process has been done successfully. 

 

4.3 Encryption-Decryption using TPM 2.0 (with Password) 

The following commands are used for Encryption/Decryption with a parent key password 

“p@123” and child key password “c@123”.  

 

4.3.1 Encryption with password 

tpm2_createprimary -H e -K p@123 -g sha256 -G rsa -C prim_obj.context 

tpm2_create -c prim_obj.context -P p@123 -K c@123 -g sha256 -G rsa -u 

key.pub -r key.priv 

tpm2_loadexternal -H n -u key.pub -C rsa_encryption_key.context 
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4.3.2 Decryption with password 

tpm2_load -c prim_obj.context -P p@123 -u key.pub -r key.priv -C 

rsa_decryption_key.context 

tpm2_rsadecrypt -c rsa_decryption_key.context -P c@123 -I ciphertext.enc -

o output.txt 

 

4.4 Key Generation(Endorsement Key and Attestation Identity Key) 

Before generating Attestation Identity Keys (AIK), an Endorsement Key (EK) has to be 

created first in order to sign the AIK. The following command is used to generate the EK [23]: 

tpm2_getpubek –H 0x81010000 -g 0x01 -f ek.pub 

tpm2_getpubek generates the public portion of the Endorsement Key and stores it in 

the Nonvolatile Memory (NVRAM) of the TPM with a handle number 0x8101000. It exports 

the public portion to a newly formed file named ek.pub 

Similarly, we can generate an AIK using the following command. 

 tpm2_getpubak –E 0x81010000 –k 0x81010000 -f ak.pub –n ak.name 

This command will create an AIK under the endorsement hierarchy. So, it needs to be 

generated using an EK (In this case, it is stored in handle 0x81010000). This new AIK is 

stored in the device NVRAM with handle 0x81010000. The public part is exported in ak.pub. 

The ak.name contains the cryptographic secure name of the key.  

 
Fig. 16: Generating EK and AIK keys 
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4.5 Making Object Persistent/Transient 

A persistent object is an instance of a class in the domain model that represents some 

information extracted from the database. A transient object is an instance of a class in the 

domain model, which is created in memory 

Key management is the responsibility of administrator or end user and not the TPM 

[13]. As per our observation, all the keys that were generated as shown in the section 4.4 were 

transient since they belong to null hierarchy. In Null hierarchy, the values of the primary seed 

are regenerated upon each time the TPM reboots. Even though the primary objects and RSA 

keys still exist in the main storage of the host device (GWen’s flash memory) and can be 

loaded into the TPM, but it will not be possible to decrypt or verify any ciphers or signatures 

that were encrypted or signed when using the null hierarchy. 

TPM 2.0 has the inbuilt ability to store a limited number of secret keys and essential 

primary objects persistently inside the NVRAM of the TPM. Key generation takes most of the 

time among all the cryptographic operations of the TPM. Essential keys have to be moved to 

persistent storage after creation to overcome the time consumption that takes place for the key 

generation when the reboot of the TPM occurs. Storage Root keys (SRKs), EKs, and AIKs are 

the only entities that can be stored persistently inside the TPM. Other objects are volatile and 

only persistent objects will remain stored until they are flushed by the administrator of the 

TPM.  

We have conducted more tests for key generation and loading under other hierarchies. 

We have performed the reboot of the platform (i.e. GWen and TPM) after the execution of the 

each TPM command. Like Null hierarchy, we were not able to decrypt or verify signatures if 

reboot was conducted under other hierarchies. To make an object persistent, a TPM command 

tpm2_evictControl can be used with a specific handle (i.e. index) at which the object will be 

stored. 

To store a previously created primary object inside the TPM and make it persistent 

under the handle 0x81010001, we use the following command.  

tpm2_evictcontrol –A o –c prim_obj.context –S 0x81010001 

This command allows certain Transient Objects to be made persistent or a persistent 

object to be evicted. If objectHandle is a Transient Object, then this call makes a persistent 

copy of the object and assigns persistentHandle to the persistent version of the object. If 

objectHandle is a persistent object, then the call evicts the persistent object. The call does not 

affect the transient object. 

Before execution of TPM2_EvictControl code below, the TPM verifies that 

objectHandle references an object that is resident on the TPM and that persistentHandle is a 

valid handle for a persistent object. 

To display the persistent objects with their handles and attributes, we use the following 

command 
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tpm2_listpersistent 

Fig. 17: Displays Persistent objects 

The attributes userWithAuth and adminWithPolicy denotes a policy is being used instead of a 

password. 

4.6 TPM Sign/Verify commands 

tpm2_create: This command is used to create an object that can be loaded into the TPM using 

tpm2_load. After this command is successfully executed, the TPM will create a new object 

and returns object creation data, its public area, and its private area. The object needs to be 

loaded before it can be used. 

The following command create a signing ECC key from a persistent key with handle 

0x81010001 by using the SHA-256 hashing algorithm. ECC key provides a high layer of 

security and allows key size to remain small. 

tpm2_create -g sha256 -G ecc -H 0x81010001 -u key.pub -r key.priv 

 

Fig. 18: Creation of a signing ECC Key 

tpm2_load: This command is used to load the created signing ECC-key to the TPM. 

tpm2_load -H 0x81010001 -u key.pub -r key.priv -C eccSignKey.ctx 

Fig. 19: Loading the key to the TPM 
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To make the ECC signing key persistent, we use tpm2_evictcontrol 

tpm2_evictcontrol -A o -c eccSignKey.ctx -S 0x81010004 

Fig. 20: Making the ECC signing key persistent 

tpm2_sign: This command causes the TPM to sign an externally provided hash with the 

specified symmetric or asymmetric signing key. 

tpm2_sign -k 0x81010004 -g sha256 -m d.txt -s d_signature 

Fig. 21: Generating a Signature 

 

TPM2_VerifySignature: This command uses loaded keys to validate a signature on a  

 message with the message digest passed to the TPM. The  

 following command generates a ticket, which has a validation  

 structure and verifies it. This proves that the operation is done  

 by TPM.  

 

tpm2_verifysignature -k 0x81010004 -g sha256 -m d.txt -s d_signature -t 

ticket 

Fig. 22: Verifying the signature 
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5 Conclusion: 

In the results of this project, we have enabled the Hardware Root of Trust (HRoT) using 

TPM 2.0 chip on the Gateway (GWen), a product of HMS Industrial Networks. To use the 

services offered by TPM 2.0, we have used an open source standard developed by Trusted 

Computing Group (TCG) named TSS 2.0 which is a TPM software stack. Our method is based 

on a literature search on how to use TPM 2.0 chip on GWen to generate and store keys. We 

have also used Embedded Linux Toolbox (ELTT2), compiled it on SoC SDK and tested 

directly on GWen. Both TSS 2.0 and ELTT2 were developed according to the specifications 

of TCG. 

We have run the TPM commands to generate TPM keys of different types, performed 

cryptographic operations and stored cryptographic keys securely inside the TPM.  

We have described a method for the secure boot of the GWen board using SoC instead of 

achieving it through TPM chip due to the following reasons [25]: 

1. Systems that belong to Xilinx`s SoC which boot securely has no additional overhead 

when compared to non-secure boot systems. 

2. SoC has a powerful processor that can perform, manage, and schedule cryptographic 

operations needed for secure boot much faster than the TPMs. 

3. TPM can only perform either Trusted Boot or Measured Boot. Trusted Boot checks the 

integrity of each component that belongs to the startup process before loading the 

entire operating system. In Measured Boot, TPM logs the boot process, store them in 

to Platform Configuration Registers (PCRs) and request the system to report the states 

of PCRs to a trusted server. This server can perform health checkup and triggers the 

appropriate action. Hence, TPM has no control over the boot sequence if non-genuine 

software is detected during the booting process. 

Therefore, performing secure boot using SoC processor is recommended. This will certify 

whether the running OS, software upgrades are genuine. 

Based on our results, we conclude that adding TPM 2.0 to the GWen gateway will enhance 

the security of its Linux distribution and makes it possible to securely identify and 

authenticate the gateway based on its secret keys that are stored securely inside its TPM.  
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Appendix 

 

TSS Stack Setup 

The following are instructions for downloading, configuring, compiling and building 

tpm2-tss, tpm2-abrmd and tpm2-tools projects in Linux, and putting all together in one project 

folder. All instructions below are taken from [15] and are according to Developer Community 

Group for implementing APIs and infrastructure from the TCG TSS2 specifications.  

First the following dependencies are required:  

● GNU Autoconf  
● GNU Automake  
● GNU Libtool  
● pkg-config  

● C compiler  
● C Library Development Libraries and Header Files (for pthreads headers)  
● SAPI - TPM2.0 TSS SAPI library and header files  

● OpenSSL libcrypto library and header files  

● Curl library and header files  
 

These packages can be installed using the following commands: 

 

 Tpm2-tss install and build 

 

git clone git://github.com/tpm2-software/tpm2-tss.git 

 

 Tpm2-abrmd install and build 

git clone git://github.com/tpm2-software/tpm2-abrmd.git 

 Tpm2-tools install and build 

 

git clone git://github.com/tpm2-software/tpm2-tools.git 
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